1. Introduction and notation. In this section we state our results. The notation used is discussed in 1.3 and 1.4.
1.1. Definition. The class 3E is a subnormal coalition class if, whenever /fand K are subnormal 3E-subgroups of G, their join (H, K) is a subnormal 3E-subgroup of G.
We establish a condition which implies that the class XiX2 is a subnormal coalition class, given that X1 and X2 are subnormal coalition classes.
Theorem A. If the subnormal coalition class X and the class ?) = {in, q, n0}?) are such that whenever A e 3EÎ), A has a maximum subnormal X-subgroup, then ï(î)A(5) is a subnormal coalition class.
We may take, for example, for the class ?) of Theorem A the class &..
It is a consequence of 2.8 that whenever X is a subnormal coalition class and çQ = {sn,q, n0}?)ç(5, an 3E?)-group has a maximum subnormal 3E-subgroup. Hence, as a corollary to Theorem A we have It is clear that every subnormal coalition class is ¿"-closed. It is shown in [4] that the class of solvable groups is j0-closed.
We also investigate conditions which imply that XjX2 is i0-d°seo!> given that 3EX and 3£2 are ¿"-closed classes.
Theorem C. I/X={sn, s0}X and ty={sn, q, «"}?) s (5 then X^^s^XÏÏ).
We leave as an open question whether the condition "X=snX" may be deleted from the hypothesis of Theorem C. A result in this direction is Theorem D. IfX=S(X, then X'&=s0X'$.
The author is grateful to the referee for his helpful comments and suggestions.
1.3. The identity element and the group of order one are denoted by 1. If H is a subgroup of G, we write Hç G and denote by \G:H\ the index of H in G. If \G:H\=n and G=U?=i Ha(i), we say that the set T={a(l), a(2), • • • , a{n)} is a right transversal for H in G. If H is a subnormal (normal) subgroup of G, we write H<kG (H<G) and denote by s(G, H) the subnormal index for H in G. If G is generated by the subsets T", a e A, we write G={Tj\x e A). Ha denotes the conjugate oí H by g eG. If T is a subset of G, HT={H*\t e T). A class of groups is a collection of groups 3£ such that 1 eï and whenever G eX and Gx is isomorphic to G, then Gx eX. We let 5 = the class of finite groups, (5 = the class of finitely generated groups, ©«• = the class of groups, all of whose subnormal subgroups are finitely generated, $Öl(Wä) = the class of groups satisfying the maximal condition for subgroups (subnormal subgroups).
If 3E is a class of groups, we let snX = class of subnormal subgroups of 3E-groups, qX = class of quotients of ï-groups, n,¡X = class of products of finitely many normal 3£-subgroups.
If q> e {sn, q, n0, s0}, we say that the class X is ç>-closed if <pX=X.
If Y^ {sn, q, n0, s0}, X= YX if 3E is 99-closed for all cp g Y. If 3E and ?) are two classes of groups, 3£?) denotes the class of 3E-by-î) groups and 3£a?) denotes the intersection of X and ?). Proof. Let GeXty and let N<G such that NeX and G/Nety. Since N^6X(G), dx(G)/Ne%)ç<5. It follows from 2.6(ii) that 6X(G) e SoX=X. Since qV=V, we have G¡et(G) e ?). D 2.9. Lemma. If X={sn,n0}X and 2J={sw, q, «"}?) are classes such that whenever A e Xty, 6X(A) e X, then the class 3£?) is locally coalescent.
Proof. By 2.4, it suffices to show that X^={sn, n0}Xç[).
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